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Finding 
The Eastern Cape Human Settlements budget was reduced since 2014/15 from R2.719 
billion to a revised estimate of R2.7 billion in 2017/18 as a result of revisions to the Human 
Settlements Development Grant.1 Despite the reduction on the Human Settlements 
Development Grant, the Eastern Cape Department of Human Settlements has been over-
spending on the Incremental Housing Programmes on planning and services, top structure 
construction, under spending on phase 2 top structure and informal settlements.2 The 
Department does not spend effectively.  
 
Recommendation 
The Eastern Cape Department of Human Settlements (ECDoHS) must ensure that they 
curtail over/under expenditure particularly when it translate to failure to meet the 
Department’s objectives and results in poor performance. The Department can do so and 
meet its targets by appointing competent contractors who are able to deliver on time and 
avoid delays in human settlements delivery.  
 
Finding 
The Auditor General reports on procurement and contract management section that, some 
contracts were extended or modified without the approval of a properly delegated official as 
required by Section 44 of the Public Finance Management Act and the Treasury Regulations 
8.1 and 8.2. A failure to adhere to procurement and contract management systems amounts 
to lack of financial management and lack of functional internal control systems. 
 
Recommendation 
Effective human settlements delivery is highly dependent on effective use of resources. The 
Department must put corrective measures in place in order to improve the process of 
procurement and contract management. Internal control systems must improve within the 
Department to an extent that the Department cannot use poor workmanship and contractor 
failure as an excuse for poor service delivery. 
 
Finding 

                                                           
1 Eastern Cape Estimates of Provincial and Revenue Expenditure 2018/19 pg 555 
2 Over and underspending on Housing Development sub programmes  is shown on Table 2 below. Table 1 
shows the programme’s objectives and targets for the financial year 2017/18. Targets that were not met as a 
result of contractor incapacity reflect the Department’s failure to effectively make use of the minimal 
resources at their disposal. 
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The auditor general reported that the Department did not take effective and appropriate 
steps to prevent irregular expenditure amounting to R31.8 million as required by section 38 
(1)(c) (ii) of the Public Finance Management Act and the Treasury Regulation 8.1 and 8.2.  
 
Recommendation 
Irregular expenditure is expenditure other than unauthorised expenditure and is not in 
accordance with the Public Finance and Management Act or any other regulation that guides 
public procurement. It is recommended that the Department adhere strictly to the 
procurement processes as guided by the PFMA, the State Tender Board Act 86 of 1968 and 
any provincial legislation providing for procurement procedures. Any irregular and wasteful 
expenditure must be curtailed and consequences should follow where corruption in the 
tender process is identified.  
 
Finding  
 
Unauthorised and fruitless expenditure of R12 000. The expenditure is mainly due to flight 
changes and cancellation fees.3 
 
Recommendation 
 
Unauthorised and fruitless expenditure can be avoided if reasonable care is exercised.4 The 
Department must implement systems that make staff pay back flight cancellation fees if they 
are responsible for the cancellation.   
 
Introduction 
 

The South African Constitution commits government departments to the progressive 

realisation of various socio-economic rights within available resources. These rights include 

the right to education, healthcare, housing and social welfare.5 The PSAM defines social 

accountability as the obligation by public officials and private service providers to justify their 

performance in progressively addressing the above rights via the provision of effective public 

services. In order to realise these rights through the delivery of public services, state 

departments and private service providers responsible for the management of public 

resources must implement effective accountability and service delivery systems. These 

include planning and resource allocation systems; expenditure management systems; 

performance monitoring systems; integrity systems; and oversight systems. The 

effectiveness of these systems can be established by monitoring their information outputs. 

To evaluate these systems, the PSAM has developed a set of evidence-based tools for 

monitoring the information produced annually by each system. 

Expenditure tracking  

This analysis seeks to find out whether resources allocated to the Eastern Cape Department 

of Human Settlements (ECDoHS) were spent efficiently and effectively in order to meet the 

socio-economic needs of the less privileged community members. Effective spending 

minimizes under/overspending and should be congruent with the targets that were set for the 

2017/18 financial year. Spending must translate to improved service delivery. This analysis 

specifically focuses on spending of the Human Settlements Development Grant (HSDG), 

                                                           
3 Eastern Cape Human Settlements Annual report 2018/19 pg 15 
4 The Public Finance Management Act and Regulations Chapter 1 on Definitions 
5 Constitution of the Republic of South Africa. Act 108 of 1996, Chapter 2, Sections 26, 27 and 29. 
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which funds the Housing Development Programme. The period under review is financial 

year 2017/18. 

Human Settlements Budget Reductions and Expenditure Trends  

The 2018 budget for Human Settlements nationally reflects major expenditure commitments, 

and corresponding expenditure reductions and reprioritization in line with new policy 

initiatives.6 The Department of Human Settlements experienced budget cuts over the 

medium term. The Department has a total budget of R101.8 billion over the Medium Term 

Expenditure Framework (MTEF), increasing at an average annual rate of 2.2%, from R33.5 

billion in 2017/18 to R35.8 billion in 2020/21 in nominal terms.7 The below inflationary growth 

in the budget is due to budget reductions as approved by Cabinet of R3.1 billion in 2018/19, 

R3.8 billion in 2019/20 and R4 billion in 2020/21.8 This may exacerbate the slow progress 

towards reaching the Department’s targets and in particular the clearing of the housing 

backlog across the country.  

Table 1: Expenditure per programme in 2017/18 and 2016/17 for the Eastern Cape 

Department of Human Settlements 

  2017/18                                      2016/17 

Sub-

programme 

name 

Final 

appropriation 

Actual 

expenditure 

(Over)/ 

Under 

expenditure 

Final 

appropriation 

Actual 

Expenditure 

(Over) 

/under 

expenditure 

 R’000 R’000 R’000 R’000 R’000 R’000 

Administration 140 003 140 003  124 386 124 386 124 374 

Housing 

needs 

planning and 

research 

16 122 15 667 455 16 427 15 704 723 

Housing 

Development 

2 612 016 2 579 495  32 521 2 209 270 2 209 081 189 

Housing asset 

management 

12 507 12 507  11 237 11 237  

Total  2 780 648 2 747 652 32 976 2 361 320 2 361 320 924 

 

In 2017/18, the Housing Development Programme where human settlements delivery 

happens underspent R32.5 million compared to R189 thousand in 2016/17. The other three 

programmes are for administration, research and asset management. The Housing 

Development Programme underspent R32.5 million out of a total underspending of R32.9 

                                                           
6 Budget Review 2018 pg 9 Online 
http://www.treasury.gov.za/documents/national%20budget/2018/review/FullBR.pdf 
7 Estimates of National Expenditure Vote 38  Human Settlements pg 820 Online 
http://www.treasury.gov.za/documents/national%20budget/2018/ene/Vote%2038%20Human%20Settl
ements.pdf 
8 Ibid 2 pg 820 

http://www.treasury.gov.za/documents/national%20budget/2018/review/FullBR.pdf
http://www.treasury.gov.za/documents/national%20budget/2018/ene/Vote%2038%20Human%20Settlements.pdf
http://www.treasury.gov.za/documents/national%20budget/2018/ene/Vote%2038%20Human%20Settlements.pdf
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million for the Department about 1.2% less of the final appropriation. In 2016/17, the 

programme underspent 0.01% of the final appropriation. The ECDoHS must continue with 

the trend of spending its budget fully and ensure their spending results in the realisation of 

housing needs for poor communities. That can be achieved by spending the budget 

effectively and meeting the targets set for the year. In 2017/18, the Project Management and 

Quality Assurance Programme (Incremental Interventions) did not achieve all its targets as 

shown in Table 3 below. The Incremental Programme is a sub-programme in the Housing 

Development Programme. On beneficiary administration there was a deviation and 

underperformance of 4993, over performance of 4932 on consumer education and social 

facilitation, underperformance of 21 temporary shelters on subsidy programmes, 

underperformance on informal settlements upgrading.9  

Figure 1 below is an extract from the Vulekamali budget portal and shows the changes in 

expenditure for the Department of Human Settlements between 2014/15 and 2020/21 in real 

terms. It is a reflection of the continued downward trend in expenditure for the Department of 

Human Settlements nationally generally with the exception of the 2017/18, which saw a 

slight increase in real terms. It is important to note that spending generally aligns with the 

allocated budget for the financial year as the Department spends what is allocated to them 

hence when the Department is allocated less they have less to spend. The Eastern Cape 

Department of Human Settlements has improved spending since 2014/15 and spends nearly 

all of its budget in spite of the over/under expenditure in different programmes.  

                                                           
9 Eastern Cape Department of Human Settlements Annual Report 2017/18 
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Figure 1: Budget and actual expenditure for the Department of Human Settlements in real 

terms.10

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
10 Extract from Vulekamali Online https://vulekamali.gov.za/2018-19/national/departments/human-
settlements 

https://vulekamali.gov.za/2018-19/national/departments/human-settlements
https://vulekamali.gov.za/2018-19/national/departments/human-settlements
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Figure 2: shows detailed percentage change in expenditure for Human Settlements from 

2014/15 to 2020/21 in real terms.11  

 

 

The national Department of Human Settlements has generally improved spending since 

2014/15 with its highest percentage change in 2016/17-2017/18 financial years that went up 

to 4.4%. Expenditure has however been not uniform between provinces as seen on the 

Human Settlements Development Grant table 1 below.  In 2017/18 financial year, the 

Eastern Cape Department of Human Settlements spent R2.6 billion of the R2.8 billion final 

appropriation, i.e only 1.1% less of the final appropriation.12 The ECDoHS generally spends 

its budget above 90%.  

The reduction on the Human Settlements Development Grant affects the Housing 

Development Finance programme as it funds the delivery of all housing and human 

settlements programmes.13 In the Eastern Cape Department of Human Settlements, 

revisions to the Human Settlements Grant resulted in decrease for funding for the period 

2014/15 to 2020/21 financial years from R 2.72 billion in 2014/15 to a revised estimate of 

R2.69 billion in 2017/18.14 Expenditure on the grant in the Eastern Cape Province is 

relatively high compared to the other provinces as shown in Table 2 below.  

 

 

 

                                                           
11 The expenditure trend made available on Vulekamali is also a reflection of the allocations the 
Department of Human Settlements received. The Department spends over 90% of its budget annually 
albeit unevenly within the provinces.  
12Eastern Cape  Department of Human Settlements Annual Report 2017/18 pg 14  
13 Department of Human Settlements Annual Report 2017/18. Pg 57 Online 
http://www.dhs.gov.za/sites/default/files/u19/ANNUAL%20REPORT%202017-2018_WEB.pdf 
14 Eastern Cape Estimates of Provincial Revenue Expenditure 2018/19 pg 555 

http://www.dhs.gov.za/sites/default/files/u19/ANNUAL%20REPORT%202017-2018_WEB.pdf
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Table 2: Provincial Human Settlements Development Grant Expenditure as at 30 June 

2018 

 

The table above shows spending on the Human Settlements Development Grant. In the 

current financial year, provinces spent only R2.9 billion of the R18.2 billion that was allocated 

on the Human Settlements Development Grant during the first quarter that is 2.1% of the 

total expenditure. During the same time the previous year, the provinces had spent 11% 

more than the current financial year.15  However spending between provinces is uneven, as 

KwaZulu Natal, the Eastern Cape and Mpumalanga seem to spend faster than the rest of 

the provinces at 23.8%, 17.3% and 15.6% respectively. The rest of the provinces are below 

10% spending during the first quarter of the current financial year.16 Under expenditure in 

some provinces is an indication of delays in delivery due to appointment of contractors. 

Improved spending in all provinces can results in effective spending on the national budget 

for Human Settlements Department. However, where a province completely fails to spend its 

budget it is sensible to transfer the funds to other provinces that have capacity to spend. At 

the last quarter of 2017/18, the Gauteng Province lost R150 million in form of a transfer to 

the Housing Development Agency due to under expenditure.17  The Gauteng Department of 

                                                           
15 Department of National Treasury Online  
http://www.treasury.gov.za/publications/PiP/2018_19/Q1/Media%20Statement%20-
%20%201st%20Quarter%20Provincial%20Budgets%20and%20Expenditure%20Report.pdf 
16 Human Settlements Quarterly Reports. The Department of National Treasury Online  
http://www.treasury.gov.za/publications/PiP/2018_19/Q1/Media%20Statement%20-
%20%201st%20Quarter%20Provincial%20Budgets%20and%20Expenditure%20Report.pdf 
17 Parliamentary Monitoring Group. Online https://pmg.org.za/committee-meeting/26566/   

R 
thousand 

Main 
Budget 

Actual 
payment
s as at 
30 June 
2018 

Actual 
payment
s as % 
of main 
budget 

% share of 
HSDG to 
total 
provincial 
expenditur
e 

% share of 
HSDG to 
total HSD 
grant 
expenditure 

2017/18:
Outcom
e as at 
30 June 
2017 

Year 
on year 
growth 

Eastern 
Cape 

1 908 
439 

500 846 26.2% 2.6% 17.3% 683 234 -26.7 

Free State 1 072 
422 

221 029 20.6% 2.4% 7.6% 262 091 -15.7% 

Gauteng 5 046 
583 

262 729 5.2% 0.9% 9.1% 494 100 -46.8% 

KwaZulu-
Natal 

3 152 
757 

690 096 21.9% 2.5% 23.8% 771 667 -10.6 

Limpopo 1 287 
681 

270 456 21.0% 1.7% 9.3% 181 429 41.1% 

Mpumalang
a 

1 287 
427 

454 128 35.5% 4.0% 15.6% 262 129 73.2% 

Northern 
Cape  

474 791 27 472 5.8% 0.7% 0.9% 63 342 -56.6% 

North West 1 926 
644 

234 658 12.2% 2.7% 8.1% 334 640 8.8% 

Western 
Cape 

2 018 
776 

240 491 11.9% 1.8% 8.3% 221 072 8.8% 

Total 18 166 
520 

2 901 
905 

16.0% 2.1% 100.0% 3 273 
704 

-11.4% 

 

http://www.treasury.gov.za/publications/PiP/2018_19/Q1/Media%20Statement%20-%20%201st%20Quarter%20Provincial%20Budgets%20and%20Expenditure%20Report.pdf
http://www.treasury.gov.za/publications/PiP/2018_19/Q1/Media%20Statement%20-%20%201st%20Quarter%20Provincial%20Budgets%20and%20Expenditure%20Report.pdf
http://www.treasury.gov.za/publications/PiP/2018_19/Q1/Media%20Statement%20-%20%201st%20Quarter%20Provincial%20Budgets%20and%20Expenditure%20Report.pdf
http://www.treasury.gov.za/publications/PiP/2018_19/Q1/Media%20Statement%20-%20%201st%20Quarter%20Provincial%20Budgets%20and%20Expenditure%20Report.pdf
https://pmg.org.za/committee-meeting/26566/
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Human Settlements indicated that the delay in approval of business plans caused under 

expenditure and that would definitely delay housing delivery in the province.18 The 

Departments must ensure effective spending of the budget and curtail the causes of delay in 

the delivery process as this impedes housing delivery to the poor communities. Under 

expenditure on title deeds registration, informal settlements upgrades and housing for 

military veterans contributed also to poor spending in Gauteng Province as the Department 

failed to meet its targets.19 Funds previously ring-fenced to clear the backlog of title deeds 

were allocated in a dedicated grant for a three-year period (the Title Deeds Restoration 

Grant). In addition, a grant was established to fund responses to emergencies in line with 

housing policy.20 The Human Settlements Development Grant is reduced by R7.2 billion over 

the MTEF will result in a reduction in the delivery of new houses and servicing of sites. This 

is despite the Department’s plans to build 316 813 houses and upgrade 417 391 sites in 

informal settlements as stated in the 2018 Budget Review.21 The Department cannot 

maintain the same targets they had before the budgets cut and expect to meet them with 

less funds. This will inevitably necessitate programme-level revisions which should not occur 

at the expense of the most vulnerable who should be prioritised in housing delivery.  

The Urban Settlements Development Grant which funds infrastructure and upgrading of 

informal settlements was reduced by R650 million in 2018/19, R750 million in 2019/20 and 

R791 million in 2020/21.22 Informal settlements upgrade and infrastructure growth is central 

to the creation of integrated human settlements that enhance human dignity. Reducing the 

Urban Settlements Grant must not continue as this impacts negatively on infrastructure and 

informal settlements upgrades. In the financial year 2016/17 the annual target of 175 000 

households for upgrade was not met; with only 75 941 households being upgraded as the 

Department failed to upgrade 99 599 households.23 This was due to the delays in the 

adoption of upgrading plans by the council and budgeting for the process thereof.24 

Improved spending is necessary to all provinces. 

 

The Human Settlements Development Grant (HSDG) seeks to establish habitable, stable 

and sustainable human settlements in which all citizens have access to social and economic 

amenities.25 As stated above, the grant funds the Housing Development Programme 

whose purpose is to promote the effective and efficient housing programmes facilitation and 

administration.26 The programme has five sub-programmes including administration: 

1. Housing programmes facilitation and administration (Rural interventions) with six sub 

programmes including: 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
Withholding of funds to the Human Settlements Department was in accordance with section 19 of the 
Division of Revenue Act 2017 that allows the Treasury to stop transferring funds if, in its discretion or 
on request of a transferring or receiving officer, there is a "serious or persistent material breach".  
18 IOL News. R600 million earmarked for low-cost housing unspent. Online 
https://www.iol.co.za/news/south-africa/gauteng/r600m-earmarked-for-low-cost-housing-unspent-
13363359 
19 Ibid 13 
20 Budget Review 2018 pg 73 Online 
http://www.treasury.gov.za/documents/national%20budget/2018/review/FullBR.pdf 
21  Budget Review, 2018 Online 
http://www.treasury.gov.za/documents/national%20budget/2018/review/FullBR.pdf 
22 Budget Review 2018 pg 43  
23 Department of Human Settlements Annual Report 2016/17 pg 44 
24 Department of Human Settlements Annual Report 2016/17 pg 44 
25 Division of Revenue Bill 2018 pg 89 
26 The  Eastern Cape Department of Human Settlements Annual Report 2017/18.  

https://www.iol.co.za/news/south-africa/gauteng/r600m-earmarked-for-low-cost-housing-unspent-13363359
https://www.iol.co.za/news/south-africa/gauteng/r600m-earmarked-for-low-cost-housing-unspent-13363359
http://www.treasury.gov.za/documents/national%20budget/2018/review/FullBR.pdf
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 Beneficiary Management  

 Consumer Education and Social Facilitation  

 Informal Settlements Upgrading and Project Enhancement 

 Subsidy Programmes 

 Emerging Contractors 

 Destitute and other vulnerable groups 

 Special Programme Unit  

2. Operating office, legal advisory services and contracts management (Financial 

interventions) with three sub programmes: 

 Legal Advisory Services 

 Contracts Management 

 Corporate Secretariat 

3. Project Management and Quality Assurance (Incremental Interventions) with four sub 

projects: 

 District Support  

 Housing Quality Assurance 

 Special Projects and Rectification Services 

4. Social and Rental Interventions 

Figure 3, below shows budget allocation for the Housing Development Programme in the 

Eastern Cape that the HSDG funds. It reflects that most of the funding is directed towards 

Incremental Interventions Programmes, which focus on district support, housing quality 

assurance, special projects and rectification. Rural Interventions Programme has a fairly 

larger share after the incremental interventions. Transfers and subsidies under the Housing 

Development Programme constitute a greater share of spending for the programme. There 

was a reduction in the transfers and subsidies from R2.28 billion in 2017/18 to R2 billion in 

2018/19.27 Transfers and subsidies within the HSDG were reduced also from R2.1 billion in 

2017/18 to R1.9 billion in 2018/19.28 Transfers and subsidies are funds transferred to 

municipalities and metropolitans to fund the implementation of human settlements delivery 

programmes. There has been a reduction on the HSDG that has resulted in some objectives 

within the Housing Development Programme not achieved such as beneficiary 

administration where a target of 11090 approved beneficiaries was set and only 6097 

beneficiaries were approved.29 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
27 Eastern Cape Estimates of Provincial Revenue and Expenditure 2018/19 pg571 
28 Eastern Cape Estimates of Provincial Revenue and Expenditure 2018/19 pg 573 
29 The  Eastern Cape Department of Human Settlements Annual Report 2017/18 pg 80 
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Figure 3: Eastern Cape Budget allocation for the Housing Development Programme for 

2017/18 

 

 

The Housing Development Programme shown in Figure 3 above shows that incremental 

interventions sub-programme is allocated a larger share of the Housing Development 

Programme programme budget. This sub programme for Housing Development Programme 

facilitates access to housing opportunities and is funded by the Human Settlements 

Development Grant.30 The objectives of the programme include beneficiary administration, 

consumer education and social facilitation, upgrading of informal settlements and special 

programmes. As one will note below, the Eastern Cape Province overspent a lot on 

beneficiary education and social facilitation, which begs the question on spending priorities, 

i.e whether it is of great significance to increase spending on beneficiary education at the 

expense of actual delivery of houses.  

 

 

 

 

                                                           
30 Eastern Cape Provincial Revenue and Expenditure 2018/19 pg 561 
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Table 3:   Planned targets and actual achievements on Housing Development Programme, 

selected strategic objectives31 

Programme 3 : Housing Development Programme 

Strategic 

objectives 

Actual 

achievement  

2016/17 

Planned target  

2017/18 

Actual 

Achievement 

2017/2018 

Deviation for 

2017/18 

Comment on deviations 

                                                    Beneficiary administration 

Integrated 

sustainable 

human 

settlements 

13378 

beneficiaries 

approved 

11090 

beneficiaries 

approved 

6097 

beneficiaries 

approved 

4993 New projects not approved 

and reduction in 

conditional grant allocation 

resulted in 

underperformance 

 Consumer education and social facilitation : Provided social facilitation services  and consumer 

education 

Integrated 

sustainable 

human 

settlements 

14099 11090 16022 4932 More requests from 

regions for consumer 

education resulted in 

overspending 

Subsidy Programmes : Provided administrative support to People ‘s Housing Projects 

Integrated 

sustainable 

human 

settlements 

11 ePHP32 

projects and 

135 temporary 

shelters 

erected 

11 ePHP 

projects and 

250 temporary 

shelters 

erected 

11 ePHP 

projects and 

229 temporary 

shelters 

erected 

21 temporary 

shelters 

Lack of capacity of the 

appointed contractor 

Informal settlements upgrading and projects enhancement : facilitated the ISU assessment of , upgrading 

plans and enhancing human settlements projects with  social and economic amenities 

Integrated 

sustainable 

human 

settlements 

ISU33 

assessment 

141 

21 upgrading  

Plans 

2 social and 

economic 

amenities 

Facilitated 

upgrading of 

24 informal 

settlements 

2 social and 

economic 

amenities 

ISU 

assessment 

25 

98 upgrading  

Plans 

1 social and 

economic 

amenities 

ISU 

assessment 1, 

74 upgrading 

plans and 1 

social and 

economic 

amenity 

National department 

contracted the service 

providers to fast track the 

delivery of informal 

settlements assessments 

and upgrading plans. Poor 

performance of the 

contractor resulted in the 

termination of contractual 

obligations and that 

delayed the process of 

completion of 1 Multi 

Purpose Community 

Centre 

 

                                                           
31 Human Settlements Annual Report 2017/18 pg 80-83 
32 People’s Housing Processes Programme (PHP) 
33 In Situ Upgrading (ISU) 
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Table 3 above shows that achievements on the Department’s objectives on Housing 

Development programme reduced except on consumer education and facilitation which saw 

an increase due to demand. Although the Department justifies over performance on 

consumer education based on ‘demand’ one questions the logic behind over commitment of 

effort in educating consumers on how to keep or value what government provides instead of 

committing more to delivery of houses and social facilities. Effective spending must involve 

proper priorities where inadequate resources are available. Deviations on the People’s 

Housing Projects and informal settlements upgrading were a result of incapacity of 

contractors. The Department has an obligation to appoint competent contractors and to 

monitor construction on the onset until the end of projects. Site visits must be useful to 

monitor work in progress with the assistance of the National Home Builders Registration 

Council.     

In the Annual Report, the ECDoHS reports on the annual conditional grant for the year 

2017/18. The incremental interventions sub programme had an over expenditure on phase 1 

planning and services, underperformance on planning and services for informal settlements, 

over expenditure on top structure construction and over expenditure on subsidies.34 

Although it is commendable that the Department has improved spending overall, the areas 

of spending where resources are not spent effectively as targets are not met and other areas 

where over performance cannot be meaningfully justified like consumer education and social 

facilitation. Where over performance is experienced it is a reflection of poor planning and 

lack of a clear identification of the current needs of the poor communities. It may also show a 

deliberate shift of resources to an area where it is easy to spend like consumer education.  

Table 4 below shows expenditure of the conditional grant on incremental housing 

programme. It shows the planned targets and actual outputs for informal settlements for 

Phase 1. It indicates the number of sites to be serviced with water, sanitation and electricity. 

Phase 2 top structure relates to the construction of individual housing units like RDP houses 

and rental housing units. Poor planning for informal settlements upgrades causes poor 

performance. The Department is encouraged to improve planning as it only managed to 

spend 22% of the grant on upgrading of informal settlements. If the Department of Human 

Settlements does not improve its spending on informal settlements upgrades in the current 

financial year, the plan to increase funding for informal settlements announced in the 

Medium Term Budget Statement in October 2018 by the minister of finance will by no means 

improve informal settlements where the majority of the poor leave. It was announced that 

changes to the grant structures amounting to R14.7 billion would promote upgrading of 

informal settlements in partnership with communities.35 The ECDoHS is therefore 

encouraged to align their spending in order to fulfil the mandate of the Department by 

improving planning for upgrading of informal settlements, appoint competent contractors and 

spend the HSDG effectively.  

 

                                                           
34 Eastern Cape Provincial Revenue and Expenditure pg 112-115 
35 2018 Medium Term Budget Policy Statement pg 5 
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Table 4: Annual Conditional Grant Report April 2017 to March 2018 (Incremental Housing Programmes)36 

Sub 
programme 

Projected 
outputs(sites
) 

Actual 
Delivery(sites) 

Projected 
Outputs 
(units) 

Actual 
Delivery  
 
 

Actual 
Delivery 
(other) 

Funds 
allocated  
(R000) 

Expenditure 
R(000) 

Deviation 
R(000) 

% 
spent  

Reasons for 
deviation 

31/03/07           

Integrated 
Residential 
Development 
Programme. 
Phase 1 
Planning and 
services 

1 604 718 0 0 0 54 580 76 544 (21964) 140% Over expenditure due 
to payment related to 
installation of services 
in various projects and 
districts 

Integrated 
Residential 
Development 
Programme. 
Phase 1 
Planning and 
services 
Informal 
settlements 

813 362 0 0 0 32 288 7197 26 091 22% Underperformance due 
outstanding 
preplanning matters 
and bulk infrastructure 
challenges in Chris 
Hani and Amathole 
regions 

Integrated 
Residential 
Development 
Programme. 
Phase 2 
Top structure 
construction 

  386 705  61 023 71 665 (10 642) 117% Over expenditure 
mainly from Amathole 
Region and Chris Hani 
region where 
contractors over  
performed due to 
increased capacity on 
site 

Integrated 
Residential 
Development 
Programme. 
Phase 2 

  2 834 1 197  406 630 208 292 198 338 51% Under expenditure due 
to poor performance in 
the projects in the 
Nelson Mandela Bay 
Metro region. Delays in 

                                                           
36 Eastern Cape Human Settlements Annual Report 2017/18 pg 112-115  
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Top structure 
construction 
 
Informal 
Settlements 

the implementation of 
the projects of project 
in Sara Baartman 
region which were 
affected by 
preplanning and bulk 
infrastructure issues  

Enhanced 
people’s 
housing 
process 

30 117 305 110  47 554 34 683 12 871 73% Under expenditure is 
mainly due to slow 
pace of construction in 
Nelson Mandela Metro 
and Buffalo Metro 

Informal 
Settlements 
upgrading  

40 5 1 505 1 130  315 454 214 642 100 812 68 Under performance 
due to slow 
performance of 
contractors in Nelson 
Mandela Metro Region 

Emergency 
Housing 
assistance  

    89 17 250 5 902 11 348  Underperformance is 
due to lack of capacity 
of the contractor 

Sub-total:  
Incremental  

2 547 1 202 5 060 3 232 89 941 440 629 301 312 139 67%  
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The Human Settlements Development Grant expenditure in the Eastern Cape 

Province. 

 

Table 2 above shows that  the Eastern Cape Province used the second largest share of the 

total Human Settlements Development Grant  at 17,3% following KwaZulu Natal at 23.8% in 

the first quarter of 2018/19. Relative to other provinces the Eastern Cape Department of 

Human Settlements spends a large part of the national share of the grant and spends over 

90% of its total provincial budget. Table 2 provides detailed expenditure on the Incremental 

Housing Programmes mainly funded by the HSDG for the 2017/18 financial year. 

Expenditure is characterized by under/over expenditure on all sub-programmes for 

Incremental Housing Programme, which include informal settlements upgrading, top 

structure construction, housing subsidies and enhanced people’s housing.37 The Incremental 

Housing Programme spent 67% of its budget. Reasons for over expenditure (140%) on 

Phase 1 on planning and services were due to payments for installation of services and 

overspending for top structure construction were to do with over performance by 

contractors.38 Although the Department’s overall spending of its budget has generally 

improved over the years, there is clearly inconsistency in spending on the HSDG that funds 

Incremental Housing Programmes. The budget reductions on the grant requires that the 

Department effectively make use of the limited resources by addressing the challenges that 

result in over/under expenditure especially those that are to do with incapacity of the 

contractors as with the case of emergency housing. A target of 250 was set for temporary 

shelter for emergence housing and 229 was achieved in 2017/18 and as a way of 

addressing the problem the Department plans to enforce the terms of the contract to improve 

performance. The Department must do a thorough background check of the contractors 

before they appoint contractors in order to ensure they appoint contractors with relevant 

skills. 

The Auditor General reported under the procurement and contract management section that, 

some contracts were extended or modified without the approval of a properly delegated 

official as required by Section 44 of the Public Finance Management Act and the Treasury 

Regulation 8.1 and 8.2. A failure to adhere to procurement and contract management 

systems amounts to lack of financial management and a lack of functional internal control 

systems. Effective human settlements delivery is highly dependent on effective use of 

resources. The Department must put corrective measures in place in order to improve the 

process of procurement and contract management. Internal control system must improve 

within the Department.  

 

The auditor general reported that the Department did not take effective and appropriate 

steps to prevent irregular expenditure amounting to R31.8 million as required by section 38 

(1)(c) (ii) of the Public Finance Management Act and the Treasury Regulation 8.1 and 8.2. 

Irregular expenditure is expenditure other than unauthorised expenditure and is not in 

accordance with the Public Finance and Management Act or any other regulation that guides 

public procurement. It is recommended that the Department adhere strictly to the 

procurement processes as guided by the PFMA, the State Tender Board Act 86 of 1968 and 

                                                           
37 Eastern Cape Province Human Settlements Annual Report 2017/18 pg 112-115 
38 Eastern Cape Province Human Settlements Annual Report 2017/18 pg 113 
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any provincial legislation providing for procurement procedures. Consequences should 

follow where corruption in the tender process if identified.  

Unauthorised and fruitless expenditure of R12 000. The expenditure is mainly due to flight 

changes and cancellation fees.39 Unauthorised and fruitless expenditure can be avoided if 

reasonable care is exercised.40 The Department must implement systems that make staff 

pay back flight cancellation fees if they are responsible for the cancellation 

 
In conclusion, the Department must take corrective measures to curtail underspending and 

overspending particularly where spending does not show achievement or good performance. 

The Department must also adhere to all procurement process as outlined in the Public 

Finance Management Act. As noted poor performance has been a result of poor contractor 

workmanship, the Department must ensure they appoint contractors with the right skills. The 

Auditor General Report should also be seriously considered by the Department in order to 

prevent irregular and unauthorized expenditure and take corrective steps where they occur. 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 

 

 

                                                           
39 Eastern Cape Human Settlements Annual report 2018/19 pg 15 
40 The Public Finance Management Act and Regulations Chapter 1 on Definitions 
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THE PUBLIC SERVICE ACCOUNTABILITY MONITOR (PSAM) 

 

The PSAM was founded in 1999 as a research project in the Rhodes University 

Department of Sociology. Its initial aim was to monitor incidents of corruption 

within the Eastern Cape government. From 2005, recognising the systemic 

nature of poor governance and corruption in the province, the PSAM began a 

concerted advocacy effort to systematically strengthen public resource 

management by key Eastern Cape government departments. 

 In 2007, PSAM introduced a training and academic component. The training 

component has developed to be what is known as the Regional Learning 

Programme and the academic component has changed to become what is 

known as the Advocacy Impact Programme. The various activities and 

interventions by PSAM over the years have emphasised the on-going need for 

greater and improved accountability interventions by civil society organisations 

across the region. Through our work we seek to achieve improved networking 

and advocacy to leverage impact and enhanced learning so that achievements 

are shared, evaluated and used to bolster social accountability interventions in 

sub-Saharan Africa. 

 

Visit psam.org.za  or follow us on Twitter:  @PSAM_AFRICA 
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